
Week Nine Visual Journal Assignment 
{clearly label this assignment inside of your visual journal}

1. Fill an entire page in your visual journal with a visually interesting original drawing or painting 
storyboard or collage. The subject matter, style, content & materials are completely up to you. The only 
guideline is that you spend time completing an entire page that you are actually PROUD of. 

2. Take a photo or scan or photocopy the composition you created.
3. Using a ruler & careful measuring skills, cut the composition into one inch squares. It will no longer 

exist inside of your visual journal, instead it will be a series of one inch squares. 
4. Ask someone {friend, table team member, etc.} to remix the one inch squares to create a new 

composition inside of your visual journal, without your input. This new composition will be attached 
neatly in your visual journal using glue. 

5. Post an image of your original composition that you created, on a nearby page inside of your VJ.
6. Spend time comparing your original composition & the new remixed composition. Answer the following 

questions about this process in your visual journal. 
- How did it feel to turn over control of your work to someone else?
- Explain how the composition changed?
- Explain how to content changed?
- Looking ahead to our upcoming collaborative Inflatable project, list FIVE things that make you nervous 

about working collaboratively. 
- What skills {art skills, organization skills, brainstorming skills, listening skills, etc.} do you think you can 

bring to a collaborative team?

THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. Your third VJ checkpoint is WEEK TWELVE.
Your Visual Journal is your landing zone for ALL THINGS WASH....so please us it!

REMINDER: Your visual journal represents 20% of your final grade in both surface & space studio.

What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}
:: Monday/Tuesday- Inflatatopia Journey independant phase is due {this is half of your project grade!}
:: Significant progress on BOTH your Slide Transfer project & your Carving Space series
:: Take Home Quiz {quiz #2} is due at 9:30am on Friday, October 30th
:: Wednesday/Thursday- Process critique on Slide Transfer project

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list. Bring them all to each studio. 
:: Be prepared in surface & space studio with ALL of your materials for Slide Transfer, Carving series & 
Inflatatopia Journey projects. 

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}

The wisdom of a smart group is greater than the brainpower of its smartest member.  
- Twyla Tharp
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